
A Level Media Studies 

Bridging Work  

Welcome to the Media Studies 

Department at Mill Hill County.  

We hope this finds you well and 
that you are keeping safe. Below 
is some work to help you to 
prepare for starting your Media 
Studies A level in Year 12. 

 

First of all, this crisis is a remarkable time to be studying the Media. Some of the 
areas we will be studying are the Daily Mail and The i newspapers, BBC Radio 
and the British Film Industry. All of these are under great pressure and scrutiny 
at this time. 

Some recommendations:  

Listen to the Media Show on BBC Sounds or iPlayer - the episode on Panic and 
the Truth is very interesting 

The Media section of The Guardian is an incredibly valuable source - strongly 
recommend. 

Keep an eye on what the crisis means for newspapers: 

UK national newspaper sales plummet under Covid-19 lockdown 

 

…some of them may not survive this crisis 

call-for-windfall-tax-on-tech-firms-to-help-uk-newspapers-survive 

 

and the Film Industry: 

UK film sector scrambles to respond to the coronavirus crisis 

 

Reports of the death of the film industry have been greatly exaggerated 

Here are some of the media texts we will be looking at next year. Do you 

recognise any of them? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00dv9hq/episodes/downloads
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/media
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/mar/27/uk-national-newspaper-sales-plummet-under-covid-19-lockdown
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/apr/17/call-for-windfall-tax-on-tech-firms-to-help-uk-newspapers-survive
https://www.screendaily.com/news/uk-film-sector-scrambles-to-respond-to-the-coronavirus-crisis/5148114.article
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/apr/14/covid-19-killed-the-film-industry-hollywood-coronavirus


 

 

 

Can you choose one these that you haven’t heard of and find out about it? 

We will be covering a wide range of media next year, thinking about the media’s 

influence on our lives and looking at some media 

theory.  

Here’s a small case study to do over the Summer 

break to get yourself thinking about some of these 

ideas:  

Spike Jonze 

Spike Jonze works in audio visual media. Here are three pieces by him: 

 Praise You – Fat Boy Slim -  Music Video:  Here 

 Kenzo World Perfume –   Advert: Here 

 Her – Feature film:   Trailer: Here  (try and watch the whole film) 

Task 

Can you identify any similarities in the way these are put together and are there 

any messages that they have in common? What are the ‘narratives’? (an advert 

can have a narrative; even an image can). Who are the audiences for these? 

Make some notes on these questions. One sheet of A4 maximum and be ready 

to talk about them in September. Stay safe. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruAi4VBoBSM&safe=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABz2m0olmPg&safe=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ne6p6MfLBxc&safe=true

